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Abstract
Ultraviolet photodissociation at 193 nm (UVPD) and negative electron transfer dissociation
(NETD) were compared to establish their utility for characterizing acidic proteomes with respect
to sequence coverage distributions (a measure of product ion signals across the peptide
backbone), sequence coverage percentages, backbone cleavage preferences, and fragmenta-
tion differences relative to precursor charge state. UVPD yielded significantly more diagnostic
information compared with NETD for lower charge states (n≤2), but both methods were
comparable for higher charged species. While UVPD often generated a more heterogeneous
array of sequence-specific products (b-, y-, c-, z-, Y-, d-, and w-type ions in addition to a- and x-
type ions), NETD usually created simpler sets of a/x-type ions. LC-MS/UVPD and LC-MS/NETD
analysis of protein digests utilizing high pH mobile phases coupled with automated database
searching via modified versions of the MassMatrix algorithm was undertaken. UVPD generally
outperformed NETD in stand-alone searches due to its ability to efficiently sequence both lower
and higher charge states with rapid activation times. However, when combined with traditional
positive mode CID, both methods yielded complementary information with significantly
increased sequence coverage percentages and unique peptide identifications over that of just
CID alone.
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Introduction

Standard proteomics experiments typically involve a
“bottom-up” strategy consisting of protein digestion,

liquid chromatographic separation using acidic eluents,
ionization in the positive mode, tandem mass spectrometry
(MS) via collision induced dissociation (CID) [1, 2], and

automated database searching [3, 4]. This general protocol
consistently works well for the analysis of peptides cations
[5]. In addition, alternative dissociation methods, such as
electron capture/transfer dissociation [6–11] as well as
infrared photodissociation (IRMPD) [12–15] and ultraviolet
photodissociation (UVPD [16–27] have been developed to
supplement CID. While CID remains the most popular MS/
MS method for peptide cations, it often falls short for the
characterization of more acidic species, such as peptides
containing several acidic amino acids and/or acidic post
translational modifications (PTM), due to low ion signals
and poor MS/MS patterns. Acidic peptides ionize readily in
the negative mode via deprotonation [28, 29]; however, CID
of peptide anions generally yields low sequence coverage,
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high abundances of uninformative neutral losses, and overall
unpredictable fragmentation patterns [30–32]. It is now well
recognized that many important modifications such as
phosphorylation, sulfonation, acetylation, and glycosylation
render proteins more acidic after translation [33]. Moreover,
all proteomes exhibit a bimodal distributions of protein
isoelectric points (pI) [34–37]. In other words, every
proteome contains acidic and basic subsets of proteins with
very few proteins possessing a pI close to cellular pH [34–
37]. As a result of these two factors, there is a need for
improved methods for the characterization of the acidic
regions of proteins as well as the acidic subset of proteins,
including those approaches specifically adapted for analysis
of peptide anions.

Several MS/MS and MSn methods have recently been
developed for analysis of peptide anions to combat the
downfalls of conventional CID [38–44]. The majority of
these techniques have utilized electrons or photons to
promote primarily Cα–C(O) bond cleavages, resulting in a-
and x-type sequence ions. For example, the interaction of
peptides with high-energy electrons, termed electron detach-
ment dissociation (EDD), has been shown to be useful for
sequencing peptide anions [38, 39]. Activated-electron
photodetachment dissociation (a-EPD), an MS anion activa-
tion method, uses UV irradiation at 262 nm in the first step
to produce charge-reduced peptide radicals, which are
subsequently dissociated by collisional activation in the
second step [40, 45]. EDD and a-EPD were compared
recently for characterization of peptide anions, and while
both techniques yielded mostly the same types of ions (a/x-
type), the abundances were significantly different [40].
Cleavages next to aromatic and histidine residues were
favored for a-EPD, whereas cleavages next to negative
charge solvation sites on the backbone were preferential for
EDD [40]. Recently, a method involving high kinetic energy
metastable ions (MAD-MS) was used to dissociate phos-
phorylated and sulfonated peptide anions; Cα–C(O) bond
cleavages were again the main dissociation channels [41].
The development of EDD, a-EPD, and MAD-MS all
represent promising advances for peptide anion character-
ization, but these methods generally afford low dissociation
efficiencies and thus require long averaging times to
generate interpretable spectra [40, 41]. Also, implementing
these methods on liquid chromatographic timescales is
problematic because the required activation times often
range from half a second up to multiple seconds for peptide
dissociation [39, 45]. Two alternative anion dissociation
techniques that require less averaging and lower activation
times to produce reasonable spectra, therefore allowing more
facile integration with LC-MS/MS workflows, are negative
electron transfer dissociation (NETD) [42, 43] and 193 nm
ultraviolet photodissociation (UVPD) [44]. The former
involves the reaction of peptide anions with electron-
deficient radical cations, causing electron transfer from the
peptide to the reagent that results in backbone dissociation to
create mainly a and x ions [42, 43]. This method has shown

great potential in sequencing peptides in high-throughput
experiments [46]; 193 nm UVPD delivers high-energy
(6.4 eV) photons to peptides and has been shown to yield
diagnostic spectra dominated by a and x ions and utilizing
activation times as little as 5 ns (in combination with LC-MS/
MS) [44]. UVPD has more recently been used in conjunction
with automated database searching and sequencing of peptide
anions for the analysis of complex protein samples [47]. Since
both NETD and UVPD have been promising for the sensitive
and high-throughput analysis of acidic proteomes, we have
undertaken a comparison of NETD and UVPD for the
characterization of a series of modified (e.g., phosphorylated)
and unmodified peptide anions. The sequence coverage
distribution (a measure of product ion signals across the
peptide backbone), sequence coverage percentages, backbone
cleavage preferences, and fragmentation differences with
respect to precursor charge state were assessed between the
methods. Results from the analysis of a seven protein mixture
via automated MassMatrix [48–50] interpretation and LC-
MS/MS are also presented.

Experimental
Materials and Sample Preparation

All peptides were purchased from AnaSpec (Fremont, CA,
USA), and all proteins were purchased from Sigma Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA) except for chicken lysozyme C,
which was purchased from MP Biomedicals, LLC (Solon,
OH, USA). All peptides and proteins were used without
further purification. HPLC grade methanol and water (Fisher
Scientific, Pittsburg, PA, USA) were used for preparing
peptide working solutions. HPLC grade ammonium hydrox-
ide and argon of ≥99.998 % purity were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). All optical compo-
nents were purchased from Edmund Optics Inc. (Barrington,
NJ, USA).

An equimolar mixture of bovine α-casein, β-casein, β-
lactoglobulin A, BSA, ribonuclease A, and chicken lyso-
zyme C was made in 100 mM sodium bicarbonate. Two
hundred μg of total protein was reduced with dithiothreitol
(DTT) for 30 min, and then incubated with iodoacetamide at
40 °C for 1 h in the dark. Excess iodoacetamide was
quenched with additional DTT. Four μL of 1 μg/ μL trypsin
in 1 mM HCl was added, giving a protein to enzyme ratio of
50:1. The digestion solution was incubated overnight at 37 °C.
The digest was desalted using C18 cartridges then dried and
reconstituted in water to a concentration of 1 μg/μL.

Instrumentation

A Bruker Daltonics (Billerica, MA, USA) HCT Ultra ETD II
ion trap mass spectrometer was modified to allow the
introduction of 193 nm photons into the trapping volume.
Briefly, two 25 mm CaF2 windows were mounted in the
vacuum manifold lid above the ion trap. The laser beam was
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passed through 2 mm holes in the ring electrode (oriented
vertically) of the quadrupole ion trap. Broadband deep UV
enhanced 12.5 mm mirrors were placed in 45° mounts under
and next to the ion trap to reflect the laser beam back out of
the mass spectrometer. This configuration allowed facile
alignment of the laser through the system by monitoring the
intensity and profile of the beam exiting the system.
Ultraviolet photons (193 nm, 5 ns pulse, 500 Hz, 8 mJ/pulse
max) were generated by an ExciStar XS 500 laser (Coherent
Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) and used without focusing or
collimating the beam. An external trigger supplied through
the auxiliary interface port gated a pulse/delay generator
(model 505; Berkely Nucleonics Corp., San Rafael, CA,
USA), which triggered the laser during the fragmentation
period of the ion trap scan function (two pulses total). An
override in the instrument user interface and replacement of
the methane carrier gas with argon allowed efficient
production of fluoranthene radical cations by argon chemical
ionization and transmission of the radical cations to the ion
trap. A reagent crucible temperature of 60 °C, a filament
current of 1 μA, and electron energy of 70 eV were used.

Mass Spectrometry and Liquid Chromatography

Ten μM peptide working solutions composed of 70/30 (vol/
vol) methanol/water with 0.1 % ammonium hydroxide were
infused at 1.5 μL/min for electrospray ionization. NETD
experiments were performed with a low mass cutoff of m/z
160, 10 to 15 ms of reagent accumulation, and 150 to 250 ms
reaction time. UPVD experiments were performed with 4 ms
activation periods allowing two 4mJ laser pulses and a qz-value
of 0.110, which allowed detection of low m/z product ions.

LC-MS/MS experiments were performed with a Dionex-
UltiMate 3000 system (Sunnyvale, CA) using a capillary
flowsplitter. An Agilent ZORBAX 300Extend-C18 column
(Santa Clara, CA, USA) (150×0.3 mm, 3.5 μm particle size)
was used for all separations. The column temperature was
held at 25 °C. For negative ion mode experiments (NETD
and UVPD), eluents A and B consisted of 0.05 %
ammonium hydroxide in water and acetonitrile, respectively.
A 120-min gradient consisting of the first 5 min at 3 %
eluent B and a linear increase to 35 % eluent B over 120 min
at a flow rate of 4 uL/min was used to separate the protein
mixture digest. CID experiments were performed in positive
mode and utilized 0.1 % formic acid in water and
acetonitrile for eluents A and B, respectively. The same
gradients were used for positive mode except the gradient
ended at 40 % eluent B. 5 μL of 1 μg/μL protein mixture
digest was injected on column. Data-dependent acquisition
consisted of a survey scan of m/z 400–2000 followed by five
MS/MS scan events for all activation methods. For LC-MS/
NETD, the precursor charge state preference was set to
exclude singly charged ions. No precursor charge state
preference was specified for LC-MS/UVPD. A preference
for doubly charged ions was utilized for LC-MS/CID
experiment. For all LC-MS/MS experiments, eight averages

were used for all MS/MS events and dynamic exclusion was
set to one repeat and exclude for 60 s.

MassMatrix was used for all database searching [48–50].
This algorithm, which was originally developed for positive
mode CID, was modified to allow searching of negative
mode MS/MS data by both UVPD and NETD. The methods
were optimized individually based on the specific fragmen-
tation behavior associated with each method. For example,
NETD searches were performed with several forms of a- and
x-type ions (e.g., a/x±1 due to hydrogen migration), and
therefore searching scores are elevated compared with
UVPD, which uses only one form of a- and x- ions.
Preferential cleavages at proline, glutamic acid, and aspartic
acid that yield specific Y- and y-type ions, and c/z ions are
also included in searches for UVPD [44].

Using these modified MassMatrix algorithms, LC-MS/
MS data sets were searched against the cow International
Protein Index (IPI v3.73, Sept 27, 2011) modified to include
the chicken lysozyme C sequence using the MassMatrix
database search engine v2.4.0. LC-MS/MS were performed
in triplicate, and the data from the replicate experiments
were merged prior to database searching. Search parameters
utilized were trypsin, two missed cleavages, phosphorylation
of S and T as variable modifications, iodoacetamide/
carbamidomethylation of C as a fix modification, precursor
ion tolerance of 2 Da, and a product ion tolerance of 1 Da.
Peptide hits were filtered by pp and pp2 scores less than 5
and pptag scores less than 0.5 [48] for which the pp and pp2
scores are a statistical measure of the number of matched
product ions and the total abundance of matched product
ions, respectively. All suspect peptide spectral matches
(PSMs) were manually verified.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows NETD (a and c), and UVPD (b and d)
spectra of doubly and triply deprotonated KPLLIIAEDVE-
GEY. NETD of the doubly charged peptide results in
production of eight x-ions and two a-ions, corresponding
to ten out of 13 possible backbone cleavage sites. The
dominant dissociation pathways include the neutral loss of
CO2 and non-dissociative electron transfer (NETnoD), the
latter yielding intact charge-reduced precursor ions (labeled
as [M – 2 H]–●). The most abundant sequence-informative
products are the x10, x11, x12, and x13 ions. A fluoranthene
adduct of the intact precursor is also observed in all NETD
spectra and is denoted by the label Δ in Figure 1a and c. The
m/z value of the fluoranthene adduct species can be
accurately predicted based on the consistent mass shift of
202 Da and thus can be subtracted from the spectra prior to
the database searches. UVPD of the doubly charged species
yields an extensive array of sequence-informative product
ions. Whereas NETD exclusively produced a- and x-type
product ions, UVPD yields b-, y-, c-, z-, Y-, d-, and w-type
product ions in addition to the dominant a- and x-ions. The
large array of product ions upon UVPD yielded 100 %
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sequence coverage as well as complementary N- and C-
terminal product ions (i.e., a/x product ion pairs) for nine of
the 13 backbone cleavage sites. UVPD also promotes the
loss of CO2 from the precursor as well as charge-reduction
by photo-induced electron detachment, a pathway noted in
our previous UVPD study of peptide anions [44] NETD of
the triply charged peptide in Figure 1c provides complete
sequence coverage and complementary a- and x-ions for
seven of the 13 peptide backbone cleavage sites. The triply
charged peptide yielded five additional a-ions and four x-
ions relative to the doubly charged peptide. Although the a/x
ion series has higher abundance and affords greater coverage
than observed for the corresponding doubly charged peptide,
the loss of CO2 and NETnoD remain the most dominant
pathways. The fragmentation pattern produced by UVPD of
the triply charged species is similar to that of the doubly
charged species. Complete sequence coverage is achieved,
and complementary a/x ion pairs are observed for nine of the
13 peptide backbone cleavage sites.

For the peptide KPLLIIAEDVEGEY, charge reduction
accounts for 59 % and 42 % of product ions (based on peak
area) produced by NETD of the 2- and 3- species,
respectively. Similarly, UVPD resulted in 31 % and 30 %
charge reduction for the 2- and 3- species, respectively.
Neutral loss of CO2 from the precursor accounts for 24 %
and 34 % of the product ions upon NETD and 15 % and
25 % upon UVPD for the 2- and 3- species, respectively.
UVPD produced less extensive charge reduction and CO2

loss from the precursor than NETD; however small molecule

neutral losses (CO2, NH3 and H2O) from sequence ions were
more notable upon UPVD. NETD produced only one
detectable neutral loss sequence ion (x7 – CO2) for the
doubly charged peptide. The loss of CO2 loss was observed
from the x7, x9, x10, x11, x12, and x13 ions upon NETD of the
triply charged peptide, as well as ammonia loss from a13.
CO2, NH3 and H2O losses occurred for a majority of the
sequence ions upon UVPD, with even multiple neutral
losses in some cases. This outcome is attributed to the
energetics of NETD versus UVPD. Polfer and coworkers
estimated the recombination energy of electron transfer with
fluoranthene radical cations to be 2.4–4.5 eV depending on
the site of electron abstraction [42]. In the same study, they
also reported that the more energetic electron abstraction by
Xe radical cations (estimated recombination energy of 6.7–
8.7 eV) vastly increased the number of fragment ions
observed [42]. However, the additional fragment ions mostly
corresponded to sequential neutral losses from a• and x-ions
instead of new diagnostic products arising from different
fragmentation channels (i.e., b, c, y, z-ions) [42]. The greater
energy deposition upon absorption of a single 193 nm
photon (6.4 eV) and wider array of fragmentation channels
accessible compared with electron abstraction by fluoran-
thene radical cations accounts for the larger array of product
ion types as well as the greater extent of neutral losses.
UVPD product ions may also possess greater internal energy
upon formation, thus contributing to more extensive sec-
ondary dissociation and thus elevated levels of neutral losses
compared to NETD.
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Figure 1. NETD (a) and (c) and UVPD (b) and (d) spectra of doubly and triply charged KPLLIIAEDVEGEY. Δ indicates
fluoranthene adduction to the precursor
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The NETD (a and c) and UVPD (b and d) spectra of the
doubly and triply deprotonated phosphopeptide TSTEP-
QyQPGNEL are illustrated in Figure 2. The phosphorylation
site can be pinpointed to the tyrosine residue based on the
NETD and UVPD spectra for both the doubly and triply
charged species. However, for the doubly charged species,
UVPD affords greater confidence in the identification of the
sequence and the localization of the phosphorylation site as a
result of the production of peptide backbone cleavages both N-
terminal and C-terminal to the phosphorylated residue and
complete sequence coverage of the rest of the peptide. NETD
did not result in the loss of the phosphate group from the
precursor or from any of the sequence ions. Importantly,
UVPD produced H2PO4

–, and PO3
– reporter ions that can be

used to confirm peptide phosphorylation in bottom-up proteo-
mic experiments. The UPVD spectrum of singly charged
TSTEPQyQPGNEL is shown in Supplemental Figure 1.
UVPD of the singly charged species resulted in nearly complete
series of a and x ions as well as confident assignment of the site
of phosphorylation. In this case, the phosphate reporter ions fall
below the low mass cutoff and are not detected, but there is an
abundant phosphate neutral loss from the precursor. In general,
the UVPD spectrum for the singly deprotonated phosphopep-
tide is more congested with internal ions and neutral losses
compared to the UVPD mass spectra obtained for the
corresponding doubly and triply charged species.

Since activation/dissociation by NETD is more highly
dependent on the peptide charge state than UVPD, a
comparison of NETD and UVPD was undertaken for six
doubly and triply deprotonated peptides. Sequence coverage
distributions were calculated for each peptide and charge state
based on the summed peak areas of complementary a/x ion

pairs normalized to the most abundant a/x ion pair. Only
product ions with S/N≥3 were included in the sequence
coverage distributions. The results are shown in Figure 3. In
general, NETD performs poorly for the doubly deprotonated
peptides as witnessed by the rather sparse bar graphs in
Figure 3. For these cases, the most dominant pathways
produced x-ions corresponding to cleavage near the N-terminus
with very few low abundance a-ions. In fact, there are zero
complementary a- and x-ions pairs detected for the doubly
charged precursors, signifying notable localization of the
charge sites upon NETD. NETD of the triply deprotonated
species yields greater abundances and broader distributions of
backbone cleavages compared to the doubly charged species,
although still occurring with notable gaps in coverage. UVPD
produced substantially broader distributions of peptide back-
bone cleavages for both the doubly and triply charged species
of all the peptides analyzed. For the doubly charged species,
UVPD produced greater product ion abundances for nearly
every possible peptide backbone cleavage site compared with
NETD. This is partially attributed to the production of
complementary a- and x-ion pairs for most backbone cleavage
sites upon UVPD, whereas NETD predominantly produced x-
ions. Table 1 summarizes the sequence coverages obtained by
NETD and UVPD for the same six peptides in the 2- and 3-
charge states. UVPD produced 100 % sequence coverage for
all the peptides (both doubly and triply charged species).
NETD produced average sequence coverage of 37 % for the
doubly charged species and 83% for the triply charged species.

To enable a more extensive comparison of the perfor-
mance of NETD and UVPD for protemoics-type experi-
ments, as well as benchmarking these MS/MS methods
relative to conventional positive mode CID, LC-MS/NETD
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and LC-MS/UVPD in addition to positive ion mode LC-MS/
CID experiments were undertaken for tryptic digests of a
model protein mixture containing bovine α-casein, β-casein,
β-lactoglobulin A, BSA, ribonuclease A, and chicken
lysozyme C with automated database searching via Mass-
Matrix. These proteins were chosen for three reasons: they
are well characterized model systems, α-casein and β-casein
are highly phosphorylated, and the theoretical isoelectric
points (based on amino acid content) of these proteins range
from ~4.8 for β-lactoglobulin to ~9.3 for lysozyme C and
thus should not bias results for either positive or negative
mode analyses. Table 2 summarizes the results obtained
from the NETD, UVPD, and CID data sets. UVPD produced
overall higher sequence coverage percentages and greater
numbers of unique peptides compared to that of NETD. This
outcome can be attributed to the ability of UVPD to

Figure 3. Sequence coverage distribution comparison between UVPD and NETD of doubly and triply deprotonated peptide
anions. The product ion signals were plotted for summed a/x pairs per backbone cleavage. For each peptide, ion signals were
normalized to the highest a/x pair between the UVPD and NETD methods

Table 1. Sequence Coverage Comparison of NETD and UVPD of Peptide
anions. The Percentages were Calculated from a- and x-type Ions with S/N≥
3, and Represent the Number of Observed Backbone Cleavages divided by
the Total Possible Backbone Cleavages per Peptide

Peptide sequence % Sequence coverage

[M – 2 H]2– [M – 3 H]3–

NETD UVPD NETD UVPD

RQsVELHSPQSLPR 15 100 77 100
DAEFRHDSGYEVHHEK 13 100 60 100
TSTEPQyQPGENL 50 100 75 100
KAESTVAPEEDTDED 43 100 93 100
KPLLIIAEDVEGEY 62 100 100 100
ADSGEGDFLAEGGGVR 40 100 93 100
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efficiently sequence both lower and higher charge states with
rapid activation times (4 ms). In contrast, NETD in general
yields the best results for higher charged states (n≥3), and
uses fairly modest activation times (250 ms), which can limit
the number of MS/MS spectra collected. As expected, due to
higher signal intensities of tryptic peptides (ones that contain
at least two protonation sites) in the positive mode, CID
generally yielded the most unique peptide identifications and
sequence coverage compared to both negative mode MS/MS
methods, except for three of the model proteins, αS1-casein,
αS2-casein, and β-lactoglobulin A. Both UVPD and NETD,
however, often outperformed CID for sequencing and
identifying acidic peptide species. UVPD identified a total
of nine phosphopeptides corresponding to six unique
phosphorylation sites, and NETD also identified nine
phosphopeptides corresponding to six unique phosphoryla-
tion sites. CID identified seven phosphopeptides
corresponding to four unique phosphorylation sites. The
Venn diagram in Figure 4 shows the overlap in unique
peptides identified in the negative mode by NETD and
UVPD and in the positive mode by CID for the protein
mixture. A significant overlap in peptide matches was
observed between NETD and UVPD with 83 % of those

identified by NETD also identified by UVPD. UVPD and
NETD produced 13 and 12 unique peptides, respectively,
which were not identified by CID in positive mode.

Lastly, database searches were undertaken by combining
the spectral files for UVPD and positive CID as well as
NETD and positive CID to investigate in more detail the
overlap between traditional CID and the negative mode
methods; these results are illustrated in Table 3. In all cases
except for lysozyme C and ribonuclease A, the combined
searches significantly increased the sequence coverage
percentages and unique peptide identifications over that
obtained by CID alone. The combined NETD/CID searches
outperformed the UVPD/CID searches for BSA, but under-
performed for β-casein. However, even these search out-
comes were fairly similar (i.e., the number of unique
peptides and sequence coverage percentages were close if
not identical). The integrated NETD/CID and UVPD/CID
results were similar for most of the other proteins. The
variations that were seen between the two different searching
strategies are attributed to the differences in optimum ion
charge state for each MS/MS method and the corresponding
population of charge states generated for the tryptic peptides
of each protein (as described in previous sections). To
investigate this hypothesis in more quantifiable detail, the
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Figure 4. Venn diagram comparing the overlap in unique
peptides identified in the negative mode by NETD and UVPD
and in the positive mode by CID

Table 2. MassMatrix Comparison of Negative Mode NETD and UVPD
and Positive Mode CID LC-MS/MS Experiments

Protein % Sequence Unique peptides

NETD UVPD CID NETD UVPD CID

BSA 51 58 70 26 33 51
αS1-casein 35 43 32 9 (4/1)* 12 (4/1)* 9 (2/1)*
αS2-casein 38 32 31 6 (4/4)* 9 (4/4)* 12 (3/2)*
β-Lactoglobulin A 64 56 48 7 8 11
β-Casein 15 24 25 2 (1/1)* 6 (1/1)* 6 (2/1)*
Lysozyme C 24 43 81 2 4 10
Ribonuclease A 13 42 52 1 3 5

*Unique peptides (phosphopeptides/phosphorylation sites)

Figure 5. Charge state distribution of peptide spectral
matches (PSMs) produced by NETD and UVPD for a protein
mixture. The total number of PSMs for NETD and UVPD are
259 and 578, respectively

Table 3. MassMatrix Comparison of NETD/CID and UVPD/CID Com-
bined Positive and Negative Mode Data Sets

Protein % Sequence Unique peptides

NETD/CID UVPD/CID NETD/CID UVPD/CID

BSA 77 73 54 54
αS1-casein 47 46 13 (4/1)* 13 (4/1)*
αS2-casein 46 36 14 (4/4)* 15 (5/4)*
β-Lactoglobulin A 63 63 14 13
β-Casein 25 29 6 (2/1)* 7 (2/1)*
Lysozyme C 81 81 10 10
Ribonuclease A 52 52 5 5

*Unique peptides (phosphopeptides/phosphorylation sites)
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charge state distributions of the peptide spectral matches
(PSMs) produced by NETD and UVPD are tabulated in
Figure 5. For UVPD, the charge state distribution (x =–2.1,
s=0.72, n=578) is centered about the 2- charge state which
corresponded to 54 % of the PSMs. In contrast, the charge
state distribution for NETD ( x =–2.9, s=0.60, n=259) is
centered about the 3- charge state, which corresponded to
63 % of the PSMs. These differences in peptide preference
highlight the complementary nature of the two MS/MS
methods for peptide anions and are responsible for many of
the observed variations in the acidic peptide identifications.

Conclusion
UVPD and NETD were compared with respect to sequence
coverage distributions (a measure of product ion signals
across the peptide backbone), sequence coverage percen-
tages, backbone cleavage specificity, and both LC-MS/MS
and automated database searching performance metrics for
analysis of peptide anions. The substantially shorter activa-
tion times and compatibility with a wider range of charge
states allowed the collection of a greater number of MS/MS
spectra during a typical a LC gradient for UVPD compared
with NETD. However, the spectra that were collected for
NETD were generally from peptide species that contained
several acidic residues and/or acidic post-translational
modifications—ones that are more difficult for traditional
positive mode CID to efficiently and accurately elucidate.
Importantly, when combined with positive mode CID, both
UVPD and NETD significantly increased the sequence
coverage percentages and unique peptide identifications
over that of just CID alone, demonstrating their utility and
potential for characterizing acidic proteomes.
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